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Flexlife  is a rubber based  aquatic safety surface designed for
use in wet areas with barefoot traffic , kids outdoor Play areas and 

Kindergarten Schools. Created as an alternative to concrete and other
 conventional materials, Life Floor is the only safety surface specifically

 designed and engineered to perform in aquatic environments.

Flexlife combines Innovative  safety with unparalleled design
capabilities, delivered by an expert team committed to a world-class

experience for everyone who interacts with our products.
All over the world, people trust Flexlife to make their aquatic

environments look and feel extraordinary.

*While on Flexlife , people also love to run, jump, roll, somersault, dance, dip,
cha-cha, skip, saunter, sashay, wiggle, twist, twirl, whirl, or even do a handstand or two.

Why do people love to walk* on Flexlife ?
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Why is  thickness important?
As tile thickness increases, so does critical fall
height and safety. For aquatic environments with
young children, we recommend using our 3/8”
tile with Ripple, our most slip-resistant texture.

- 3/16”
Our most economical tile, ideal for coping,
stairways, and lower traffic areas.

- 3/8”
Our 3/8” tile has a critical fall height of 1’-0”. Ideal
for splash pads, zero-depth

- 7/8”
Our 7/8” tile has a critical fall height of 4’-0”.
Ideal for play areas with toddlers and small
children, we also recommend using 7/8” tile at
the bottom of slides and around play features.

Life Floor goes wherever you find bare feet and wet floors.
Your feet will be happiest on our tiles, and our tiles are at their best wherever floors  are wet and feet are bare. 
Our  most popular applications include: splash pads, slide pads, lily pad landings, slide towers, pool decks, and 
zero-depth  entries. See some of our past and recent projects on the following pages.

Safety cushion floor for critical fall height (fall safe) CFH 3 -2 -1’ ’ ’

Anti skid    UV resistance    Water impermeable    Fire Retardant
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